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Ix>t ub start by giving the answer to the question in the title :ycs, the nucleon 

in the ground state itself is deformed. 

The nou-relativiatie quark model has been singularly successful [lj. If there 

are any shortcomings these are often ascribed to rolativiatic corrections. But these 

relativislii: corrections lead to problems of their own |2]. It turns out that treating 

neutron and proton an deformed by including appropriate D-state admixture in the 

wavefunction can, for the M.'IIIIC value or the admixture, lead to a very satisfying 

and global as well as individual lit to the experimental data. We will conclude that 

this must be the true description of the nature of the nucleoli. This is my prediction 

and further signatures of this deformed nucleoli be looked for. 

WAVEF U N C T I O N S : 

Let us take the niicltf>n and the delta wavofunction defined as follows [3] 

| N >= /l"-T,;(,V) I N„ > +s/Fu | Nu > 

I A > = y r ^ T A T | A $ > - y M , A l j ) > + V M | Ag» > 

The subscripts f> and I) represcut the spherical S-wavo and the deformed D-wave 

parts roB|H?cUvoly. The superscripts (1) and (2) refer to the symmetry (70,2+) and 
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(66,2+) respectively for A. The D-state admixture can bo induced by a tensor 

term in the interaction between quarks [2]. Let the tensor term be of the form 

~ /?E,<y5|-yno-

where 
Sij = {vi.rij){oj.rn) - ia«.ay 

If the same tensor term acts on the uncleon and the delta then the two D-state 

probabilities are related by PD{A) = 2PD{N)/(1 + PD{N)} leaving us with only 

one parameter PD{N). 

SEMI-LEPTONICJ DECAYS O F BARYONS: 

(ilanhow ['Jj had used the alxwe wavefu notion to obtain the axial vcctor cou-

pling constant and K/l) ratio relevant in the decay n —* pc~v: 

(>'A/c;v=w-2n„(N)) 

(D + F)f{D- F) = 5(1 -6 /5P D {N) ) 

Without deformation the non-relativistic quark model values are of! the mark. A 

PD(N) ~ 0-2 - 0.25 fits both these quantities very well. 

1 Btudicd |2] all the kineinatically allowed semileptouic decays of 1/2+ baryon 

octet with the assumption that each member is deformed with the same deformation 

parameter Pn(N). Predictions were made for axial vector coupling constants and 

K/D ratio for scmiloptonic decays like A pe~i/,E~ —> ne~i/,E~ —» Ae"i/,H" —> 

\c~v and many others. In 1988 |2] there were some differences between what was 

predicted wiMi deformed baryon and what was observed experimentally. But the 
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recently observed and better data |5] is in complete agreement with my deSbrmed 

baryon predictions giving complete support to our model. 

PION-NUCLEON-DELTA COUPLING C O N S T A N T : 

The ratio of arJVA to vNN coupling constant ry//A = { / x N a / U n n ) 3 is ex-

perimentally found to be 4 in good-agreement with Chew-low theory. The quark 

model with tlio value 72/25 fails miserably. On including deformation one fnds 

fr/TA = 72/25|(l - \PD{N)/{1 - §f t> W / U + PD{N)) 

Again the same PD[N) ~ 0.2 — 0.25 gives a good lit to the experimental nimber. 

DOUBLE DELTA C O U P L I N G C O N S T A N T : 

This coupling constant with the deformed nuclcon turns out to be [6j 

/A a A _ J_r l-Pp{N) .a 
K U n n } 'if,1 ( | - '£P / ;( /V))( l + Pv{N)y 

The value without deformation is 1/25. Sincc ttnl in tho quark model (without 

deformation) fail so badly there is no reason why this value should be acceptable. 

Our prediction for ( / ^a /A /vn ) ' 2 for P»(N) - 0.25 is 0.029. Though this quantity 

has not been determined well experimentally it is of great relevance in iadrouic 

physics. It turns out that it is needed for the reactions I2C(jt,2jt) and also for the 

softening or short range correlations in nuclei. 

SPIN D E P E N D E N T S T R U C T U R E F U N C T I O N : 

The spin dependent structure functiouis defined as 

rf = jf fcrfM = \ J dx\^u[X) + i Ad{x) + 1a«(X)] 
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where for each feavour of quarks (u,d,s) 

= q t (*) + ?1 (*) - (q 1 (X) 1 (X)) 

Here the arrows pointing up or down indicate whether the spin of the quark q or 

antiquark 7 is aligned parallel or antiparallel to the spin of the proton. 

In our model there are no strange quarks and one obtains [7j 

For no deformation gf = 5/18(& 0.278). This is much larger than the experimen-

tally determined value or 0.12G by the BMC group [7j. This had led to the well 

known crisis for the quark model as to where the spin of the nucleoli resides. For a 

deformed nucleoli this is no problem. An appropriate amount or deformation can 

quite clearly explain Mm KMC result. It also turns out that with no other configu-

ration mixture can OIK* explain the KMC' 'I'llis given additional support to the 

coucept of a deformed nucleoli. 

CONSTITUENT QUARK MASS AND Ml TRANSITION MOMENT: 

A constituent quark mass of .'MO MeV is what gives all the acceptable results 

of the quark model [l|. What I have found recently |9] is that the constituent quaTk 

mass is not a lixed quautity; it changes with deformation. For Pp{N) = 0.25 the 

correct constituent quark mass to use is 255 MeV. This shows that the constituent 

quark mass goes down with deformation. 

This fact has several uontrivial implications. The magnetic is given as 

/'(«) = - PD(N))H, 
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where (iq = th/2mqc. The ratio does not chan$* from the value without defor-

mation - which is good. However the Ml transition moment for A + P*j with 

deformation becomes 

eh 
~ "r 1 y/i + PD$ hHQS 

Without Pd(N) the value 2^/2/3 was well know* to fail [10]. Only by taking the 

corret mass are we able to fit the experimental value [9]. So a deformed nucleoli 

again resolves a long standing problem. 

E2/MI RATIO: 
Again in the transition 7 N —> A Elf MY /alio would be zero for Pd{N)=0. 

A nonzero value could be a signal of deformation j n j . Indeed the value turns out 

to be nou7,oro [12j. A small enough bag with Ihrge deformation can explain the 

experimental E2/M1 ratio value [llj. .So this fat, fa compatible with deformation 

(though unfortunately there are other ways of explaining this ratio too (13j). Clearly 

the best way to measure deformation would be Ui measure the static quadrupole 

moment of A which ought to be accessible to nwarhanio? like CEBAF. 

DEFORMED NUCLEONS IN NUCLEI: 

J/et us assume that our nucleus consists of A mjch deformed nucleonic bags. We 

deliue-the nuclear ground stale by the state determinant of these nucleous [14,15] 

| 0>= ^11,1,1 (,m)f> 

where | (qqq)i >,» = 1,2... A arc wave function* 0f deformed nucleon. The anti-

synunetrizihg operator A acts only within the nu< Iconic space. We will assume that 
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the specific nuclear medium effects will modify the free nucleon parameter PD(N) 

to some other value PD{A) for a particular nucleus with mass number A. Let us 

define the Gamow-Teller /L. and /?+ operators and the Ml operator as follows 

Mi = + /,(i))Q(«>,(i)} 
where T± = (ri ± »V3)/2./i labels the spherical components and i labels the quarks 

in a particular nucleon a. Q is the quark charge, a and 1 represent the spin and 

the angular momentum parts respectively and pq — eh/2mqe where mq is the 

constituent quark mass. 

(a) MAGNETIC MOMENTS: 

We can easily find the magnetic moment of closed shell plus or minus one 

nucleoli. So for example for the trinucleon systems one expects thai the magnetic 

moment of the ground niate is obtained from thai of the odd nucleon. llence J15] 

/i(3//c) s= —2/3(1 — Pp[3IIe)\nq 

It?lie) - [I - Pt^Ih)}fiq 

where P»{N) refers to the deformation of the odd nucleon for a particular nu-

cleus. This is determined by fitting to the experiments the ratio /i(3//e)//i(n) 

and /I(3//)//I(/>). One finds 7'w(3//c)=0.168 and Pi)(*lle)=0.199. These are used 

to predict b n ^ l l e y S t f l l ) = |,i(3//c) - /*(»»)]/(p{aH) J»(P)1 be -1.08 which 

compares very well with the experiments. 

Note that P»(A) < Pu{N). One of the ways of explaining the EMC effect is 

to encrease the effective confinement size of the nucleons in the nuclear medium. 
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If we accept this then we can easily explain PD[A) < PD[N). In a deformed 

nucleon there is a larger surface area in the flat region than at the edges of (say) 

the pumpkin. If the pull on the surface is uniform, greater expansion will take place 

perpendicular to the flat part and so the deformation will decrease. 

(b) M A G N E T I C D I P O L E S T R E N G T H S : 

The operators defined above are strangeness conserving and so can excite only 

N and A degrees of freedom in nuclei. The total strength including the N and the 

A sectors is 

gN+A = £„ |< n J x (a) | 0 >|3 

= T r ( X + X ) + (TrX+).[TrX) - T r { X + X ) - (TrX)2 

where the traces are meant with res|>ect to the A-dimensioital nacleonic subspace. 

A+A' means it is for the same nucleoli while in X+X the nucleons may be different. 

Since excitations to the A sector are not subject to the Pauli blocking they are 

obtained in a straight forward manner. This taken away from gives the 

strength sitting in the low-energy N sector. In units of J*) we obtain (15] 

sjjr=\l+jj/w) - j / w m + P o m - - \P»[N)\Z 

+5(1 - Pimfhti-x^j+2[i - i w ) ] 2 ^ - i ) / ' 2 j 

sn. = s£tA - > = (0, l,2,:J,....)} 

For ™Si and ™Ca a P»[**Si) ~ 0.01 and Pjy^Ga) ~ 0.02 are needed to 

match the experimentally determined strengths at low energies. Infact we find 
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that 1'd{A) 0 as /I —» oo (o r very large). Hence the individual nucleons become 

more and more spherical as the nucleus becomes heavier. 

(c) GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTHS: 

The strengths obtained with the Ganion-TeUer operators are |14] f b r 

= (C+3GA)N + [3+3JA(1 - 9A)\Z 

= (6 + 3gA - l^r^JiV + [3 + 3^(1 - 9A) - FR^Z 
For f)+ 

S£ + A = (3 + 3gA)N + [6 + 3ju(l - 9A)\Z 

S ^ f a H i W + ^Z) 

Sg+={ii+SgA-g2
ArvNA)N + |G+3^(i -9a) ~ 

whore and g,i = CA/CV in n jie~t/ were obtained earlier. 

The strengths Sp and S f arc obtained in (p,n) and (n,p) reactions and also 

in heavy ion charge excJiauge reactions Jit]. These can be compared to what 

has been obtained experimentally say at Arogoune and THIUMF and one finds in 

agreement with what was discussed earlier that I'd (A) -* 0 as A -*• oo (or very 

large). Note also that the advantage of this technique has been to obtain each 

strength individually for /?_ and (3+ as well as N and A sectors separately. This 

is in contrast to the very simplistic 3(N-Z) sum rule {14] and as such has great 

predictive poteutial. 

In summing up we can state that quite clearly our method of study of a de-

formed nucleou whether free or in a nuclcar medium has nontrivial and interesting 

implications for hadronic physics. 
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